NOT ONE DIME MORE TO NASA
Presidential Candidates and NASA
In 2008, Candidate Obama stated that he would take money from NASA and used it to increase spending
on educationi. Problem is; no one believed him. What a candidate states before his Spend Doctors get involve (so
he doesn’t lose votes) is what you should really believe. It’s unbelievable to think that a federal agency which saw
its greatest support under its first two Democratic Presidents has fallen so low under the last Democratic President
that we have to obtain rides into orbit from our old Space foes. Although this President has increased the Federal
Budget by more than $1 Trillion per year, he can’t bring himself to give NASA one more dime of funding.
When will Presidential Candidates learn that the best legacy they can leave is one where they put their full
backing behind Manned Space Exploration; compare the legacy of Kennedy & Johnson versus any US President
since their administration? There is no word association between “Nixon and NASA” and that is because while
Nixon spoke with Armstrong on the moon he was cutting NASA’s budget. If Nixon had gotten behind NASA like
Kennedy and Johnson, a much better designed Space Shuttle may have been named after him.
In this Presidential political cycle, can we find one candidate (like Kennedy) that will stand behind NASA?
Wouldn’t it be great for the next Republican President promise to take all funding from Obama’s beloved Global
Warming program (US Global Change Research Program) and transfer it to NASA; more than doubling NASA’s
current budget? With such funding NASA would be able to send astronauts (and Space Tourists!) to the moon
within one administration, which would GREATLY restore America’s greatness.
Figure 1: The Federal Budget has grown over $1 Trillion since Obama took office (the rounding of $4.00T from $3.98T is more
than the NASA budget)

Figure 2: Obama's budget for NASA (on the left) is FLAT, which means they lose 3% per year due to inflation. Compare
NASA’s budget to Obama’s budget for Global Warming (on the right).

NOT ONE DIME MORE TO NASA
Figure 3: To Matters Worst, Obama's Climate Change Initiative requires NASA to spend $1.5B per year of its budget for
Climate Change
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